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Abstract

At cocktail parties, our brains often simultaneously receive visual and auditory information. Although the cocktail party problem has been widely investigated under auditory-only settings, the effects of audiovisual inputs have not. This study explored the effects of audiovisual inputs in a simulated cocktail party. In our fMRI experiment, each congruent audiovisual stimulus was a synthesis of 2 facial movie clips, each of which could be classified into 1 of 2 emotion categories (crying and laughing). Visual-only (faces) and auditory-only stimuli (voices) were created by extracting the visual and auditory contents from the synthesized audiovisual stimuli. Subjects were instructed to selectively attend to 1 of the 2 objects contained in each stimulus and to judge its emotion category in the visual-only, auditory-only, and audiovisual conditions. The neural representations of the emotion features were assessed by calculating decoding accuracy and brain pattern-related reproducibility index based on the fMRI data. We compared the audiovisual condition with the visual-only and auditory-only conditions and found that audiovisual inputs enhanced the neural representations of emotion features of the attended objects instead of the unattended objects. This enhancement might partially explain the benefits of audiovisual inputs for the brain to solve the cocktail party problem.
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Introduction

Despite the high levels of noise at cocktail parties, including conversations and laughter, we are easily able to recognize, understand and focus on the voice of the person with whom we are speaking. This task is known as the cocktail party problem (Cherry 1953), and it has received significant attention in many multidisciplinary areas such as neuroscience, psychology, acoustics and computer science. The cocktail party problem also appears in multiple engineering areas, such as communications, medical signal processing, speech signal processing, and brain signal analysis, which is still challenging and may be solved with a class of blind source separation algorithms, including independent component analysis (ICA) and sparse representation (Bell and Sejnowski 1995; Lewicki and Sejnowski 2000; Brown et al. 2001; Li et al. 2004). However, many engineering methods for blind source separation address...
a problem that is quite different from that solved by the brain in cocktail party settings (McDermott 2009). For instance, when solving the cocktail party problem, the brain often selectively attends to one speech and ignores others. This selective attention mechanism has not been reflected in blind source separation algorithms. Furthermore, how to solve the cocktail party problem in the brain is far from clear. To date, most studies of the cocktail party problem in human brains have considered primarily auditory-only settings, and 2 associated challenges have been extensively discussed (McDermott 2009). The first is sound segregation by the brain, namely, the ability of the auditory system to derive the properties of individual sounds from a mixture of sounds entering the ears. The second challenge is selective attention to the sound source of interest. A number of studies have explored the modulatory effects of selection attention on sound segregation in the brain. For instance, it has been suggested that attention induces a top-down selectivity on neural activity to form a representation only of the attended sound stream (Alveninen et al. 2011; Zion-Golumbic and Schroeder 2012). Applying a decoding method to multi-electrode surface recordings from the cortex of subjects, Mesgarani and Chang demonstrated that signals in the auditory cortex can be used to reconstruct the spectrotemporal patterns of attended speech tokens better than those of ignored speech tokens (Mesgarani and Chang 2012). Several studies have revealed attentional modulation of the high gamma response (70–150 Hz, ECoG) to speech (Zion-Golumbic and Schroeder 2012). Ding and Simon (2012) showed similar attention-modulated neuronal selectivity in the low-frequency phase (1–8 Hz, MEG) locking to speech. Zion-Golumbic et al. (2013b) found that brain activity (ECoG) dynamically tracks speech streams using both low-frequency phase and high-frequency amplitude fluctuations and that attention “modulates” the representation by enhancing the cortical tracking of attended speech streams. Other studies have found many perceptual or cognitive cues that facilitate sound segregation and selective attention to the target speech/voice. For instance, if a mixture of auditory signals contains energy at multiple frequencies that start or stop at the same time, those frequencies are likely to belong to the same sound (McDermott 2009). Voice differences between the target speaker and other speakers can also provide cues for segregating concurrent independent sound sources (Michel and Oxenham 2010; Du et al. 2011). Moreover, spatial unmasking can result from top-down processes by facilitating selective spatial attention to the target (Freyman et al. 2001; Rakert et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2009).

The human brain often—even daily—solves the cocktail party problem in audiovisual environments. However, in contrast to auditory-only settings, fewer studies have discussed the cocktail party problem in audiovisual settings. Nevertheless, several studies have reported that understanding speech, particularly under multispeaker conditions, can be significantly facilitated by viewing the speaker’s face (Schwartz et al. 2004; Senkowski et al. 2008; Bishop and Miller 2009). First, visual information regarding the spatial locations of speakers can act as spatial cues to guide attention to the relevant parts of the auditory input, enabling listeners to suppress the portions of the auditory input that do not belong to the target signal (Haykin and Chen 2005; Kidd et al. 2005a). Senkowski et al. (2008) examined visuo-spatial attention in multiple speaker scenarios and observed that attention to visual inputs from flanking speaker interfered with speech recognition performance. Furthermore, lip reading can improve the ability to understand speech in a noisy environment, as has been shown in comparisons of audiovisual perception and audio-only perception (Grant 2001; Schwartz et al. 2004). Zion-Golumbic et al. (2013a) investigated audiovisual effects on envelope-tracking responses under 2 conditions: when listening to a single speaker and when attending to 1 speaker while ignoring a concurrent irrelevant speaker. These authors demonstrated that visual inputs enhanced selective speech envelope tracking in the auditory cortex in a “cocktail party” environment.

The benefits of visual modality discussed above may be associated with audiovisual integration in the brain. Many studies have shown that audiovisual integration in the brain may facilitate rapid, robust and automatic object perception and recognition (Calvert and Thesen 2004; Campanella and Belin 2007; Schwanberger et al. 2011). The underlying neural mechanisms of audiovisual integration have also been extensively explored. For instance, it was demonstrated in previous functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies that congruent audiovisual stimuli lead to much stronger BOLD responses in the posterior superior temporal sulcus/middle temporal gyrus (pSTS/MTC) compared with visual-only and auditory-only stimuli (Bushara et al. 2003; Calvert and Thesen 2004; Macaluso et al. 2004; Macaluso and Driver 2005). An fMRI study studied how the brain applies visual information to improve comprehension in naturalistic conditions and found that audiovisual integration likely improves comprehension by enhancing communication among the left temporal–occipital boundary, the left medial-temporal lobe, and the left superior temporal sulcus (STS) (Bishop and Miller 2009). Although our brains often receive visual and auditory information simultaneously when faced with a cocktail party problem, the effects of audiovisual integration and its neural mechanisms have not been extensively explored.

In this study, we explored the effects of audiovisual inputs in solving the cocktail party problem from the viewpoint of neural representations. We hypothesized that audiovisual inputs might enhance the neural representation of the attended object in a cocktail party environment, which may partially explain the underlying neural mechanism regarding the behavioral benefits of audiovisual inputs. To test this hypothesis, we conducted an fMRI experiment in which subjects were presented visual-only, auditory-only or congruent audiovisual dynamic facial stimuli. Each congruent audiovisual stimulus (a synthesized movie clip) consisted of a combination of 2 movie clips, each of which was a dynamical audiovisual face associated with a positive or negative emotion (crying or laughing). The video and audio portions of the synthesized movie clips were extracted and used as visual-only and auditory-only stimuli, respectively. Specifically, a visual-only stimulus included 2 dynamic faces (displayed on the left and right sides of the screen), and the corresponding auditory-only stimulus was the mixture of the 2 voices produced by the 2 faces. The subjects were tasked with selectively attending to 1 object (a face, voice, or face-voice pair) and judging its emotion category. It is well known that multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) approaches can be used to separate and localize spatially distributed patterns that are generally too weak to be detected by univariate methods, such as general linear model (GLM) analysis (Friston et al. 1994; Polyn et al. 2005; Goebel and van Atteveldt 2009; Pereira et al. 2009; Zeng et al. 2012). With the help of MVPA methods, we may explore how percepts, memories, thought, and knowledge are represented in patterns of brain activity, and decode physical/semantic features of stimuli such as emotion, gender and familiarity of faces, and the conceptual categories associated with sentences (Li et al. 2015, 2016; Giorno et al. 2016). In this work, we applied an MVPA method to the collected fMRI data to assess the neural representations of the emotion features of the stimuli in the visual-only, auditory-only, and audiovisual conditions.
Specifically, we obtained a brain pattern for each stimulus that reflected the neural representation of the emotion feature of this stimulus. Based on these brain patterns, we decoded the emotion categories of the targets/non-targets (attended objects/unattended objects) from the fMRI data and calculated the reproducibility of brain patterns that corresponded to the crying and laughing categories of the targets/non-targets. Higher decoding accuracy and reproducibility index implied more encoded information and enhanced neural representations. Our experimental results indicated that audiovisual inputs induced enhanced neural representations of the emotion features of the attended targets in the simulated cocktail party environment.

### Experimental Procedure and Methods

#### Subjects

Thirteen healthy native Chinese males (22–49 years of age with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and normal hearing) participated in this study. All participants provided written informed consent prior to the experiment. The experimental protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of South China Normal University, Guangzhou, China.

#### Experimental Stimuli

We browsed the Internet and selected 80 short movie clips of Chinese faces that included video and audio recordings. The 80 movie clips contained crying or laughing faces but no words were spoken, and the clips were semantically partitioned into 2 groups based on gender (40 male vs. 40 female Chinese faces) or emotion (40 crying vs. 40 laughing faces). We further processed these stimulus clips using Windows Movie Maker. Each edited movie clip was in gray scale with a duration of 1400 ms and subtending 10.7° x 8.7°. The luminance levels of the videos were matched by adjusting the total power value of each video (the sum of the squares of the pixel gray values). Similarly, the audio power levels were matched by adjusting the total power value of each audio clip. Next, we constructed 80 new movie clips by combining 2 movie clips into 1, and this group of 80 constructed clips had the following characteristics: 1) each synthesized movie clip was a combination of a male and a female clip, and the emotion categories were randomly paired; 2) in 40 synthesized movie clips, the female faces were located on the left, and the male faces were on the right, while in the other 40 synthesized movie clips, the female faces were located on the right, and the male faces were on the left; 3) the audio of each synthesized movie clip corresponded to the mixture of the audio signals of the male and female clips; and 4) each of the original 80 clips were used twice in constructing the 80 synthesized clips.

These synthesized movie clips, containing both videos and audios, were used as the audiovisual stimuli. Furthermore, the visual-only stimuli corresponded to the video clips extracted from the 80 synthesized movie clips, and the auditory-only stimuli corresponded to the audio clips extracted from the 80 synthesized movie clips (see examples in Fig. 1A). Visual stimulation was presented binocularly using OLED video goggles (NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway; SVGA, 800 x 600 pixels; refresh rate: 85 Hz; FOV: 30 horizontal, 23 vertical; stimulus luminance: 70–110 cd/m²). Sound stimuli were delivered through MRI-compatible AudioSystem headphones (NordicNeuroLab, Bergen, Norway). The participants operated an MRI-compatible response box using their dominant right hand to respond.

#### Experimental Procedure

We utilized a 1 x 3 factorial design with the task (emotion judgment) as the first factor and the stimulus condition (audiovisual, visual-only, or auditory-only) as the second factor. Each subject performed 3 experimental runs corresponding to the 3 stimulus conditions presented in a pseudo-randomized order. Each run included 8 blocks, and each block contained 10 trials. The 3 runs took place over 1 day for each subject. During the experiment, the subjects were asked to attend to an object contained in each presented stimulus (audiovisual, visual-only, or auditory-only stimulus) and to make a corresponding judgment regarding its emotion (crying vs. laughing). In this study, the attended/unattended objects contained in the visual-only, auditory-only, or audiovisual stimuli were also called targets/non-targets. As an example, 1 run of the experimental procedure corresponding to the audiovisual stimulus condition (the other runs were performed with similar procedures) is described as follows. At the beginning of the run, 5 volumes (lasting 10 s) were acquired without stimulation. The 80 audiovisual stimuli were randomly assigned to the 80 trials, with the emotion categories of the target of the stimuli balanced within each block. A 20-s blank period (consisting of a gray screen with no auditory stimulation) was included between adjacent blocks. At the beginning of each block, a short instruction (“attend to the emotion feature of the male, cry 1 and laugh 2”), “attend to the emotion feature of the male, cry 2 and laugh 1”, “attend to the emotion feature of the female, cry 1 and laugh 2”, or “attend to the emotion feature of the female, cry 2 and laugh 1”) was displayed for 4 s on the screen.
The instruction “cry 1 and laugh 2” indicated that the subject should press key 1 or key 2 for crying or laughing emotions, respectively, whereas the instruction “cry 2 and laugh 1” indicated that the subject should press key 2 or key 1 for crying or laughing emotions, respectively. The 2 keys were pseudo-randomly assigned to the 2 emotion categories in each block. As shown in Figure 1B, at the beginning of each trial, a stimulus was presented to the subject for 1400 ms, followed by a 600-ms blank period. This 2-s cycle with the same stimulus was repeated 4 times for effectively eliciting a brain activity pattern and was followed by a 6-s blank period. After the stimulation, a fixation cross appeared on the screen, and the subject was asked to judge the emotion of the attended object by pressing 1 of the 2 keys. The fixation cross changed color at the 12th second, indicating that the next trial would begin shortly. In total, a run lasted 1310 s. fMRI data were collected during the experiment.

fMRI Data Collection
fMRI data were collected using a 3 T Siemens Trio scanner with a 12-channel phase array head coil at South China Normal University. A 3D anatomical T1-weighted scan (FOV, 256 mm; matrix, 256 × 256; 176 slices; and slice thickness: 1 mm) was acquired before the functional scan for each subject. During the functional experiment, gradient-echo echo-planar (EPI) T2*-weighted images (32 slices acquired in an ascending interleaved order; TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms; FOV: 224 mm, matrix: 64 × 64, slice thickness: 3.5 mm) were acquired, covering the entire brain.

Data Processing
Pre-processing
The fMRI data were pre-processed using SPM8 (Friston et al. 1994) and custom functions in MATLAB 7.4 (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Specifically, for each run, the first 5 volumes collected before magnetization equilibrium was reached were discarded prior to the analysis. The following pre-processing steps were then performed on the fMRI data collected during each run: head-motion correction, slice-timing correction, co-registration between the functional and structural scans, normalization to the MNI standard brain, data masking to exclude non-brain voxels, time-series detrending, and normalization of the time series in each block to a zero mean and unit variance.

MVPA Procedure
Using the collected fMRI data, we performed an MVPA analysis, which was similar to that described in our previous study (Li et al. 2015), to assess the neural representations of the emotion features of the experimental stimuli. The 3 runs completed by each subject corresponded to the visual-only, auditory-only, audiovisual conditions. For each run, we first calculated 2 reproducibility indices of the brain patterns corresponding to the crying and laughing categories of the attended objects (targets) by applying the MVPA method to the fMRI data. A higher reproducibility indicates a stronger similarity within each class of brain patterns associated with the crying or laughing category. Based on the brain patterns extracted from the fMRI data, we also decoded the emotion categories (crying vs. laughing) of the targets perceived by the subject. A similar analysis was also performed for the non-targets in each run. Below, we explain the MVPA procedure associated with the targets for each run.

The calculation of the reproducibility indices and the decoding accuracy of the targets in each run were performed based on an 8-fold cross-validation, as illustrated in Figure 2. Specifically, the data from the 80 trials were evenly partitioned into 8 non-overlapping datasets. For the kth-fold of the cross-validation (k = 1,...,8), the kth dataset (10 trials) was used for the test, and the remaining 7 datasets (70 trials) were used for voxel selection and classifier training. Following the 8-fold cross-validation, the average reproducibility indices and the decoding accuracy rates were calculated across all folds. The data processing for the kth-fold included the following steps: 1) Voxel selection. A spherical searchlight algorithm was applied to the training dataset for voxel selection (Kriegeskorte et al. 2006). Specifically, this algorithm was sequentially centered at each voxel with a 3-mm radius searchlight that highlighted 19 voxels. Within each searchlight that corresponded to a voxel, we computed a Fisher ratio based on a Fisher linear discriminant analysis to indicate the level of discrimination between the 2 categories of targets (crying vs. laughing) in the local neighborhood of that voxel. A Fisher ratio map was thus obtained for the entire brain. We selected K informative voxels with the highest Fisher ratios. Since the performed multivariate analysis operates with voxels in a neighborhood, the searchlight approach is also referred to as local pattern effects mapping. For the searchlight approach, a strong assumption that discriminative information is located within small brain regions is made, and this assumption is appropriate in light of the known functional organization of the brain (Kriegeskorte et al. 2006). 2) Neural activity pattern estimation. Using the selected voxels, a K-dimensional pattern vector was constructed for each trial in the training and test datasets. Specifically, because of the delayed hemodynamic response, we calculated each element of the pattern vector as the mean BOLD response of a selected voxel over seconds 6–14 of the trial (the last 4 volumes of each trial). 3) Reproducibility index calculation. We used cos θ as a reproducibility index to assess similarities among neural activity patterns elicited by the stimuli, where θ is the angle between 2 pattern vectors, and larger cos θ values indicate higher similarities. Specifically, we extracted 10 pattern vectors corresponding to the 10 trials of the test dataset, which included 5 vectors in each class (crying or laughing stimuli). For each pair of pattern vectors within the same class, we calculated a reproducibility index. The mean of the reproducibility indices from each class was defined as a reproducibility index for the kth-fold. Two reproducibility indices were thus obtained for the crying and laughing targets. 4) Decoding/Prediction. To predict emotion categories for the kth-fold, a linear support vector machine (SVM) classifier was trained based on the pattern vectors of the labeled training data (+1 and −1 for the crying and laughing targets, respectively). The emotion category of each trial of the test data was then predicted by applying the SVM to the corresponding pattern vector. After the 8-fold cross-validation, we obtained the decoding accuracy of each run corresponding to the targets. Furthermore, by varying the above number K of selected voxels, we could obtain the curves of reproducibility and decoding accuracy. The calculation of the reproducibility indices and the decoding accuracy for the non-targets in each run were also performed through a similar 8-fold cross-validation, as described above (also see Fig. 2).

Localization of Informative Brain Areas Associated with the Neural Representations
During the above MVPA procedure, we selected/determined a voxel set for each fold of the cross-validation. Based on this voxel set, we obtained a brain pattern vector for each trial. Using these pattern vectors, we then performed the classification and reproducibility calculation. A brain pattern vector
could be seen as a neural representation of the emotion feature of its corresponding trial (Haxby et al. 2014). The voxels involved in the pattern vectors were those contributing to the neural representations. However, the voxel sets obtained in different folds generally were not fully overlapped. One reason was that some voxels were incorrectly selected because of noise. Below, we present an algorithm to localize the informative voxels as accurately as possible.

Using the data from each run, we localized a voxel set, which provided information regarding the 2 emotion categories of the targets (crying vs. laughing). As an example, we described the localization of informative voxels based on the data in the audiovisual condition as described below. For each subject, we performed an 8-fold cross-validation to decode the emotion categories of the targets, as described previously. We trained an SVM classifier in each fold and obtained an SVM weight map for the entire brain (the unselected voxels were assigned a weight of zero). The absolute values of the SVM weights were normalized to [0,1] by dividing the absolute value of each weight with the maximum and then used to construct a whole-brain weight map for each fold, which reflected the importance of the voxels for decoding the emotion categories. By averaging the weight maps across all folds and all subjects, an actual group weight map was obtained for differentiating the emotion categories. We then performed 1000 permutations to obtain 1000 group weight maps for the emotion categories. Each group weight map was constructed as described above with the exception that, for each subject, the labels of all trials were randomly assigned. To control the family wise error rate, the maximum voxel weight was obtained for each of the 1000 group weight maps calculated in the permutations and a null distribution was constructed using the 1000 maximum voxel weights (Nichols and Hayasaka 2003). The actual group weight map was then converted to a p map based on the null distribution. Specifically, the P value of a voxel was estimated as the rank of the actual map’s value at this voxel in the null distribution divided by 1000. The resulting p map was then thresholded with $P < 0.05$, then we obtained a set of voxels with significant P values, which were informative for the emotion categories of the targets in the audiovisual condition.

**Functional Connectivity Analysis**

Using the above localization algorithm, we obtained an informative voxel set for each stimulus condition, which reflected the informative brain areas contributing to the neural representations of emotion features. In the audiovisual stimulus condition, the visual information and auditory information might be integrated in the brain. The key heteromodal brain areas associated with audiovisual integration were the pSTS/MTG (Kreifelts et al. 2007; Jeong et al. 2011; Müller et al. 2012). Note that the heteromodal
areas associated with audiovisual integration cannot be identified by our localization algorithm that was designed principally to determine the informative voxels regarding the differentiation of the 2 emotion categories of the targets (crying vs. laughing). Therefore, we identified the heteromodal areas by performing GLM analysis and comparing the audiovisual condition with the visual-only and auditory-only conditions, as shown in Supporting Materials. In the following, we analyzed the functional connectivities between the informative brain areas contributing to the neural representations and the heteromodal brain areas, pSTS/MTG, associated with audiovisual integration using the fMRI data from the visual-only, auditory-only, and audiovisual conditions. The functional connectivities might reflect the information flow between the 2 classes of brain areas and partially explain how audiovisual integration affected the neural representations of emotion features in the audiovisual condition.

As an example, the functional connectivity analysis using the data from the audiovisual condition is described below. First, we obtained the informative voxel set for the emotion category of the targets in the audiovisual condition, as indicated above. Based on a GLM analysis, we compared the audiovisual condition with the visual-only and auditory-only conditions and identified the heteromodal areas of the left pSTS/MTG (cluster center: (−57, −45, 12), cluster size: 85) and the right pSTS/MTG (cluster center: (60, −42, 15), cluster size: 227) (see Supporting Materials). Next, we performed a multivariate Granger causality (GC) analysis to assess the functional connectivities between the brain areas (25 clusters shown in Table 1) related to differentiation of the emotion categories of the targets and the heteromodal areas (2 clusters mentioned above) (Hopfinger et al. 2000; Hamilton et al. 2011). Specifically, for each pair of clusters (say Clusters A and B), one from the 25 informative clusters and the other from the 2 heteromodal areas, we obtained 2 average time series by averaging the time series of all the voxels within each of the 2 clusters. Using the 2 average time series, we calculated 2 GC values, one represented the strength of the connection from Cluster A to Cluster B, whereas the other represented the strength of the connection from Cluster B to Cluster A (Seth 2010). Totally, we obtained 100 GC values for each subject. Furthermore, we performed a nonparameter statistical test on these GC values with a significance level of \( P = 0.05 \) (FDR corrected) (Seth 2010). More details of GC analysis is provided in Supporting Materials. A significant GC value implied a directional connection, that is, from Cluster A to Cluster B. On the contrary, a non-significant GC value indicated that the strength of its corresponding connection was too weak. In this case, we consider that this connection did not exist. If the 2 GC values corresponding to a pair of clusters were significant, we assumed that there was a bi-directional connection between the 2 clusters. In line with the foregoing, we also calculated the functional connectivities between the brain areas related to differentiation of the emotion categories in each unimodal condition (the visual-only or auditory-only condition) and the heteromodal areas.

### Results

In this section, the behavioral results in the fMRI experiment were first presented. Next, we presented the fMRI data analysis results, including the reproducibility of brain patterns, decoding accuracies, and the localized informative brain areas, which were associated with the neural representations of stimulus features. Furthermore, the functional connectivity results were shown to explain the effects of the neural representations, induced by audiovisual inputs.

#### Table 1: Informative brain areas for discriminating emotion categories in the audiovisual condition (\( P < 0.05 \), FDR corrected)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brain region</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>MNI coordinates</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>mm³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precentral gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−51 3 33</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior frontal gyrus (dorsolateral)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>18 36 42</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−36 45 21</td>
<td>0.1574</td>
<td>405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>39 51 15</td>
<td>0.0226</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplementary motor area</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−3 0 78</td>
<td>0.1288</td>
<td>675</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplementary motor area</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6 −15 60</td>
<td>0.0364</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior frontal gyrus (medial)</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>6 72 9</td>
<td>0.1634</td>
<td>756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>39 9 6</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anterior cingulate and paracingulate gyri</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−3 21 21</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcarine fissure and surrounding cortex</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−9 −78 9</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuneus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−6 −96 27</td>
<td>0.1631</td>
<td>1053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lingual gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>15 −72 −12</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle occipital gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−21 −102 3</td>
<td>0.2181</td>
<td>459</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle occipital gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>27 −72 30</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior occipital gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>27 −99 −6</td>
<td>0.2696</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−24 −3 −42</td>
<td>0.1683</td>
<td>513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>45 −24 −30</td>
<td>0.1813</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postcentral gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>63 −12 21</td>
<td>0.1769</td>
<td>1215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior parietal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−24 −45 60</td>
<td>0.1604</td>
<td>729</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supramarginal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>45 −39 33</td>
<td>0.2119</td>
<td>1026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precuneus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>9 −51 48</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
<td>783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−51 −39 12</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>594</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>54 −45 15</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>−54 −3 −15</td>
<td>0.0306</td>
<td>567</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior temporal gyrus</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>45 −12 −39</td>
<td>0.1791</td>
<td>1161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Behavioral Results
The average behavioral accuracy rates with standard deviations obtained in our fMRI experiment were 94.90 ± 3.00%, 70.77 ± 9.28% and 96.15 ± 3.16% for the visual-only condition, the auditory-only condition, and the audiovisual condition, respectively. A 1-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to assess the response accuracy rates and indicated a significant main effect of the stimulus condition ($P < 0.0001$, $F(2,24) = 95.108$). Furthermore, post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests indicated that the accuracy rate was significantly lower for the auditory-only condition compared with the audiovisual condition and the visual-only condition (all $P < 0.05$). There was no significant difference between the visual-only condition and the audiovisual condition ($P > 0.05$). The average response times with standard deviations were 0.9065 ± 0.1827, 1.6145 ± 0.2771, and 0.8548 ± 0.1754 s for the visual-only condition, the auditory-only condition, and the audiovisual condition, respectively. The response time for each trial was calculated based on the onset of the fourth stimulus repetition. A 1-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to assess the response time and indicated a significant main effect of the stimulus condition ($P < 0.0001$, $F(2,24) = 263$). Furthermore, post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests indicated that the response time of the audiovisual condition was significantly lower than the response times of the visual-only condition and the auditory-only condition (all $P < 0.05$). Furthermore, the response time of the visual-only condition was also significantly lower than that of the auditory-only condition ($P < 0.05$). Regarding response accuracy and time, these results showed the behavioral benefits of audiovisual inputs over the auditory-only inputs for human brain to solve the cocktail party problem.

Reproducibility Results
Using the MVPA method, we calculated 2 reproducibility curves with respect to the number of selected voxels (from 25 to 3000) that corresponded to the crying and laughing targets categories for each of the 3 runs (see Experimental Procedure and Methods). These curves are shown in Figure 3A and C. Additionally, Figure 3B and D shows the reproducibility indices obtained with the 1600 selected voxels for the crying and laughing targets, respectively. Figure 3 indicates that the reproducibility indices were significantly higher for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only and auditory-only conditions. In the following analysis, we used the 1600 selected voxels as an example to present the statistical results. A 1-way

Figure 3. Reproducibility indices (means and standard errors across all subjects) of the brain patterns corresponding to the targets in the audiovisual, visual-only, and auditory-only stimulus conditions. (A) and (B): “crying” targets; (C) and (D): “laughing” targets. (A) and (C): curves of the reproducibility indices with respect to the numbers of voxels; (B) and (D): reproducibility indices obtained with 1600 voxels.
repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to assess the reproducibility indices corresponding to the crying targets and indicated a significant main effect of the stimulus condition \( (P < 0.01, F_{2,24} = 8.05; \text{Fig. 3B}) \). Furthermore, post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests indicated that the reproducibility index of the audiovisual condition was significantly higher than the reproducibility indices of the visual-only condition \((t(12) = 4.75, P < 0.01)\) and auditory-only condition \((t(12) = 2.89, P < 0.05)\). There was no significant difference between the visual-only and auditory-only conditions \((t(12) = 0.50, P=1)\). Another 1-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to assess the reproducibility indices corresponding to the laughing targets and also indicated a significant main effect of the stimulus condition \( (F_{2,24} = 12.41, P < 10^{-3}; \text{Fig. 3D}) \). According to the post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-tests, the reproducibility index was significantly higher for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only \((t(12) = 4.58, P < 0.01)\) and auditory-only conditions \((t(12) = 3.67, P < 0.05)\), and there was no significant difference between the visual-only and auditory-only conditions \((t(12) = 0.045, P=1)\).

We also calculated 2 reproducibility curves with respect to the number of selected voxels (from 25 to 3000) that corresponded to the crying and laughing categories of the non-targets for each of the runs (1, 2, 3), which are shown in Figure 4A and C, respectively. Figure 4B and D shows the reproducibility indices obtained with 1600 selected voxels for the crying and laughing non-targets, respectively. Figure 4 indicates that the reproducibility indices were not significantly higher for the audiovisual condition compared with the visual-only and auditory-only conditions. A 1-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to assess the reproducibility indices obtained with 1600 selected voxels corresponding to the crying/laughing non-targets and indicated that the main effect of the stimulus condition was non-significant \((F_{2,24} = 0.65, P = 0.53, \text{Fig. 4B}; F_{2,24} = 0.25, P = 0.78, \text{Fig. 4D})\).

Decoding Results

For each experimental run, we separately decoded the emotion categories (i.e., “crying” and “laughing”) of the targets from the collected fMRI data using the MVPA method (see Experimental Procedure and Methods). We systematically varied the number of selected voxels from 25 to 3000 to decode the emotion categories, and the results are shown in Figure 5A. The decoding results obtained from 1600 selected voxels are shown in...
We observed that the decoding accuracies were higher for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only condition and auditory-only conditions. We used 1600 selected voxels as an example to present the statistical results shown below. A 1-way repeated-measures ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of the stimulus condition ($F_{2,24} = 38.05$, $P < 10^{-7}$). Post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired $t$-tests for the stimulus condition indicated that the decoding accuracy was significantly higher for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only and auditory-only conditions ($t_{12} = 6.51$, $P < 10^{-4}$) and auditory-only condition ($t_{12} = 7.70$, $P < 10^{-4}$). There was no significant difference between the visual-only condition and the auditory-only condition ($t_{12} = 1.72$, $P = 0.33$).

For each experimental run, we also decoded the emotion categories (i.e., “crying” and “laughing”) of the non-targets from the collected fMRI data. The decoding accuracy curves with the number of selected voxels (from 25 to 3000) are shown in Figure 5B, and the decoding results obtained from 1600 selected voxels are shown in Figure 5D. A 1-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed to assess the decoding accuracy rates obtained with 1600 selected voxels and revealed that the decoding accuracies were not significantly higher for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only and auditory-only conditions ($F_{2,24} = 0.23$, $P = 0.80$).

**Informative Brain Areas**

Using the data collected in the audiovisual condition, we obtained voxels that were informative for discriminating emotion categories (see Experimental Procedure and Methods). The distribution of these informative voxels is shown in Table 1 (25 clusters) and Figure 6. We also obtained the informative voxels for discriminating emotion categories in the visual-only

![Figure 5A](image1.png) Decoding accuracy rates for the targets; (C) and (D): Decoding accuracy rates for the non-targets; (A) and (C): Decoding accuracy curves with respect to the number of voxels. (B) and (D): Decoding accuracy rates based on 1600 voxels. Note: (i) The decoding accuracy rates were significantly higher for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only and auditory-only conditions; (ii) There was no significant difference between the visual-only and auditory-only conditions.
condition (27 clusters) and the auditory-only condition (23 clusters), which are not presented here.

**Functional Connectivity**

Using the collected data, a GLM analysis was performed to identify heteromodal areas in the left (cluster center: \(-57, -45, 12\)) and the right pSTS/MTG (cluster center: \(60, -42, 15\)) (see Supporting Materials). For each experimental run, we calculated the functional connectivities between the above heteromodal areas and the obtained brain areas that were informative for discriminating emotion categories (Table 1 shows the informative brain areas for the audiovisual run; see Experimental Procedure and Methods). These results are shown in Figure 7 and demonstrate that there were more functional connections between the bilateral heteromodal areas and the brain areas encoding the emotion feature for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only and auditory-only conditions. Thus, compared with the visual-only and auditory-only stimuli, the audiovisual stimuli induced enhanced functional connectivity and thus regulated information flow between the bilateral heteromodal areas and the brain areas that encoded the emotion feature of the attended objects.

**Discussion**

When the brain is faced with a cocktail party problem, visual inputs (e.g., face, lips, or the visuo-spatial information of the speaker) may play important roles, such as providing useful spatial cues to guide attention to the behaviorally relevant speaker (Haykin and Chen 2005; Kidd et al. 2005a; Senkowski et al. 2008), enhancing the ability of the auditory cortex to track the temporal speech envelope of the attended speaker (Zion-Golumbic et al. 2013a) and improving the intelligibility or resolving the perceptual ambiguity of speech in a noisy environment (Grant 2001; Schwartz et al. 2004). Multiple studies have also indicated that visual inputs affect neural responses to speech, both in early sensory cortices and in higher order speech-related areas (Beale et al. 2004; Davis et al. 2008; McGettigan et al. 2012).

In this study, we conducted an fMRI experiment to investigate the cocktail party problem in the audiovisual condition. Synthesized movie clips consisting of both video and audio recordings were used as the audiovisual stimuli in the fMRI experiment, and the video and audio portions were extracted from the synthesized movie clips for use as visual-only and auditory-only stimuli, respectively. Furthermore, each synthesized movie clip consisted of a combination of 2 movie clips (see Experimental Procedure and Methods). The subjects were required to attend to an object contained within each visual-only, auditory-only or audiovisual stimulus and to judge its emotion category (crying or laughing). First, the behavioral results reflected the advantages of audiovisual stimuli over the visual-only and auditory-only stimuli. To explore the neural representation effects of audiovisual inputs on the cocktail party problem, we assessed the emotion information of the stimuli encoded by the brain. Specifically, we calculated the reproducibility indices of brain patterns for the stimuli in each stimulus condition and decoded the emotion categories by applying an MVPA to the fMRI data. We found that the neural representations were enhanced for the attended audiovisual objects compared with the attended visual-only and auditory-only objects, which might partially explain the behavioral benefits of audiovisual inputs. Furthermore, we localized the informative brain areas that contributed to the enhanced neural representations and the heteromodal areas (pSTS/MTG) involved in audiovisual integration. We found that the functional connectivities between the informative areas and the heteromodal areas were enhanced. This might...
explain how neural representations of attended objects were enhanced by audiovisual inputs.

Behavioral Results

Our fMRI experiment simulated an audiovisual cocktail party environment, in which the behavioral effects were observed by comparing the audiovisual condition with the auditory-only one. Specifically, the behavioral accuracy rate was significantly higher, whereas the response time was significantly lower for the audiovisual condition than for the auditory-only condition. The poor behavioral performance in terms of the accuracy and response time for the auditory-only condition was likely due to scanner noise and the relatively difficult experimental task in the auditory-only condition, that is, it is more difficult to recognize emotion based exclusively on mixed voices than when facial images are presented. When the human brain faces with a cocktail party problem, visual inputs (e.g., face, lips, or the visuospatial information of the speaker) may play important roles, such as providing useful spatial cues to guide attention to the behaviorally relevant speaker (Haykin and Chen 2005; Kidd et al. 2005; Senkowski et al. 2008) and improving the intelligibility or resolving the perceptual ambiguity of speech in a noisy environment (Grant 2001; Schwartz et al. 2004). The behavioral results in this study also indicated that the visual information not only facilitated selective attention but also played an important role in resolving perceptual ambiguity in the cocktail party environment. In our experiment, there was no significant difference of response accuracy between the visual-only and the audiovisual condition. This was because it was an easy task for the subjects to recognize the emotion of the visual-only stimuli (videos of faces) without adding noises into them, as in a real cocktail party environment. However, the behavioral benefits of audiovisual inputs over auditory-only inputs not only originated from the visual modality but also from the auditory modality. The main reasons included the following 3-folds. First, the response time was significantly lower for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only condition. Second, there occurred audiovisual integration in the audiovisual condition, as shown by our CLM analysis (see also Supporting Materials). Considering single face-voice pairs, several studies have reported that audiovisual integration led to faster and more accurate categorization of emotion expressions (Collignon et al. 2008) and identity information processing (CampANELla and BelIN 2007; SchweINerberger et al. 2007). These results may partially support our behavioral observations although each audiovisual stimulus in our experiment contained 2 face-voice pairs (the subjects selectively attended 1). Third, compared with the visual-only and auditory-only conditions, the neural representations of the emotion features of the attended objects were enhanced, as shown in our MVPA analysis.

Neural Representations Enhanced by Audiovisual Stimuli in the Cocktail Party Environment

By focusing on distributed activity patterns, MVPA approaches enable us to separate, localize, and analyze spatially distributed brain patterns that are generally weak (Haxby et al. 2011, 2014). Haxby et al. (2011) introduced a common framework organized around the concept of high-dimensional representational spaces, which may integrate the common MVPA methods, including multivariate pattern (MVP) classification, representational similarity analysis (RSA), and stimulus-model-based encoding and decoding. In a neural representational space, each neural response is expressed as a vector with each pattern feature being a measure of local activity, for example, a voxel or a single neuron (Haxby et al. 2014). Based on the neural activity patterns, vectors in a neural representational space, MVP classification demonstrates reliable distinctions among brain states, whereas RSA analyzes the geometry of representations in terms of the similarities among brain states (Kriegeskorte et al. 2008). Furthermore, stimulus-model-based encoding and decoding algorithms can predict the patterns of neural response to novel stimuli and decode stimulus features of stimuli based on the novel neural response patterns (Kay et al. 2008; Mitchell et al. 2008). In this study, we assessed the neural representations of emotion features of the stimuli using an MVPA method. Specifically, we calculated the reproducibility indices of brain patterns for the stimuli in each stimulus condition and decoded the emotion categories from the fMRI data. Our MVPA results revealed that the brain patterns corresponding to the attended objects yielded a significantly improved reproducibility index for the audiovisual condition (face-voice pairs) than for the visual-only and auditory-only conditions (Fig. 3), whereas reproducibility was not improved for the brain patterns associated with the ignored objects (Fig. 4). Furthermore, our results indicated that, when considering the attended objects, the decoding accuracy rate calculated from the fMRI data corresponding to the audiovisual condition was significantly higher than that obtained in the visual- and auditory-only conditions (Fig. 5A, B). An increased decoding accuracy in the audiovisual condition was not observed for the ignored objects (Fig. 5C, D). Together, these results demonstrated the neural modulation effects of audiovisual integration on the cocktail party problem. Specifically, audiovisual integration improved the reproducibility of the brain patterns corresponding to the attended objects and strengthened the differentiation between the 2 classes of brain patterns corresponding to the 2 emotion categories of the attended objects, which thus implied an enhancement of neural representation.

Audiovisual inputs can modulate the neural representations associated with the stimuli or tasks, which has been shown in several studies. In particular, regarding motion perception, several studies based on intracranial recordings, fMRI and EEG in humans demonstrated that audiovisual information could enhance sensory representations in occipital regions (Poirier et al. 2005; Alink and Singer 2008; Sadaghiani et al. 2009; Kayser et al. 2017). Bonath et al. performed an fMRI study and showed that the ventriloquist illusion and its neural/spatial representation in the auditory cortex could be modulated by audiovisual synchrony (Bonath et al. 2014). Using human EEG recordings, Crosse et al. examined how visual speech enhanced the cortical representation of auditory speech and found that the influence of visual inputs on the neural tracking of the audio speech signals was significantly greater in noisy than in quiet listening conditions, consistent with the principle of inverse effectiveness (Crosse et al. 2016). A neurophysiological model was proposed to explain that a visual stimulus could modulate the activities of auditory cortical neurons via direct feedforward or lateral visual inputs into auditory cortex, providing a mechanism through which auditory and visual stimuli could be bound together, enhancing their representations (Bizley et al. 2016). In our experiment, we also observed that the neural representations were enhanced for the attended audiovisual objects compared with the attended visual-only and auditory-only objects, which was partially in line with the aforementioned results. However, our approach differed from the studies regarding the effects of audiovisual inputs on neural representations in 3-folds: First, we performed the fMRI experiment to simulate an audiovisual cocktail party environment and explored the effects of audiovisual...
inputs on solving the cocktail party problem. Second, we used an MVPA method to directly extract brain patterns that carried the semantic information of emotion categories of the stimuli from the fMRI data, and assessed the neural representations of emotion features by calculating the reproducibility indices of these brain patterns and decoding the emotion categories of the stimuli based on these brain patterns. Third, combining the behavioral observations, we concluded that the phenomenon of neural representation enhancement might be used by the human brain to solve the cocktail party problem in audiovisual environments and at least partially explain the behavioral benefits of audiovisual inputs.

Informative Brain Areas Involved in the Enhanced Neural Representations

Using the fMRI data collected in the audiovisual stimulus condition, we localized the voxels that were informative for the emotion category decoding, as shown in Table 1. The identified informative brain areas included the inferior occipital gyrus, the right/left fusiform gyrus, the right/left STG, the left MTG, the right precuneus, and the right/left medial frontal gyral. These regions have been reported as contributing to face perception. In particular, it has been suggested that the inferior occipital gyrus contributes to the early stage of face information processing, whereby information is further transferred to the STS and the fusiform gyrus (Sergent et al. 1992; Puce et al. 1998; Haxby et al. 2000; Golby et al. 2001; Freeman et al. 2010). The identified informative brain areas also included the amygdala, the insula and the precentral gyrus, which were proven to play key roles in emotion processing in previous studies (LaBar et al. 1998; Lidaka et al. 2001; Vuilleumier et al. 2001; Pessoa et al. 2002; Phillips et al. 2004; Stein et al. 2007; Fusar-Poli et al. 2009). In trials showing emotional expressions, a univariate analysis indicated brain activation primarily in bilateral amygdala, fusiform gyrus, MTG/STS, and inferior occipital gyrus (Jansma et al. 2014). Therefore, our results are partially supported by these existing evidences related to face information processing.

Functional Connectivities Between Heteromodal Areas Involved in Audiovisual Integration and the Informative Areas Associated with the Enhanced Neural Representations

The neural mechanisms of audiovisual integration have been extensively investigated using neuroimaging techniques. For instance, several brain regions, including the pSTS/MTG, have been identified to be associated with audiovisual integration (Calvert et al. 2000; Frassinetti et al. 2002; Bushara et al. 2003). Furthermore, it has been shown that the neural activity of the pSTS/MTG can be enhanced when congruent audiovisual stimuli are presented than when visual-only and auditory-only stimuli are presented. In contrast, the enhanced neural activity of the pSTS/MTG may indicate audiovisual integration (Frassinetti et al. 2002; Bushara et al. 2003; Calvert and Thesen 2004; Macaluso and Driver 2005). In this study, we performed GLM analysis based on the fMRI data collected in the visual-only, auditory-only, and audiovisual conditions (see Supporting Materials). We observed increased neural activity of the pSTS/MTG for the audiovisual condition than for the visual-only and auditory-only conditions (see Figure S1, Supporting Materials), suggesting the occurrence of audiovisual integration. The heteromodal areas pSTS/MTG were also identified.

Audiovisual integration emerges at multiple processing stages within the cortical hierarchy including associative auditory and visual areas and heteromodal areas such as pSTS/MTG. There exist feedforward and lateral connections in early visual and auditory areas, as well as feedback connections from higher brain areas such as the multisensory STS and IPS, which play an important role in mediating predictive coding or object recognition in audiovisual conditions (Bisley et al. 2016). In particular, Lewis and Noppeney reported that audiovisual synchrony improved motion discrimination, which was associated with enhanced connectivity between early visual and auditory areas (Lewis and Noppeney 2010). Werner and Noppeney demonstrated that the automatic auditory response amplification was mediated via both direct and indirect (via STS) connectivity to visual cortices (Werner and Noppeney 2010). In an fMRI study, Noesselt et al. showed some connectivity between visual and auditory cortices and multisensory STS, and suggested a significantly increased influence from multisensory STS on primary visual and auditory areas A1 and V1 specifically during audiovisual temporal correspondence (Noesselt et al. 2007). It was also showed that effective connectivity between audiovisual integration areas and associative auditory and visual cortices was enhanced during audiovisual stimulation of emotional voices and faces (Kreifelts et al. 2007). Furthermore, by performing several fMRI and behavioral experiments, Nath and Beauchamp found increased functional connectivity between the STS and auditory cortex when the auditory modality was more reliable (less noisy) and increased functional connectivity between the STS and visual cortex when the visual modality was more reliable (Nath and Beauchamp 2011). Taken together, these results offered further insight into the neural process accomplishing multimodal integration.

Roles of Selective Attention for the Enhancement of the Neural Representations of Emotion Features

Multiple behavioral studies with auditory-only cocktail party paradigms showed that selective attention facilitated sound segregation in our brains (Elhilali et al. 2009; Ahveninen et al. 2011; Zion-Golumbic and Schroeder 2012). Furthermore, neuroimaging studies have suggested that selective attention enhances the cortical tracking of attended speech streams by modulating both low-frequency phase and high-frequency amplitude fluctuations, which are beneficial for achieving sound segregation (Ding and Simon 2012; Mesgarani and Chang 2012; Zion-Golumbic and Schroeder 2012; Zion-Golumbic et al. 2013b). In fact, the modulatory effects of selective attention on the neural representations of speech do not merely reflect the acoustical properties of the stimuli but are instead closely related to the perceived aspects of
speech (Mesgarani and Chang 2012)—although the latter has not been extensively investigated. In the audiovisual cocktail party condition, selective attention is involved in both the visual and auditory modalities, where spatial unmasking can be a result of top-down processes that aid in selectively facilitating spatial attention to the target (Freyman et al. 2001; Kidd et al. 2005b; Rakerd et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2009). In this study, we observed the modulation effects of selective attention on the neural representations of the emotion features of the stimuli. Specifically, comparing the audiovisual condition with the visual-only and auditory-only conditions, we found that the neural representations of the emotion features of the attended objects instead of the ignored objects were enhanced by audiovisual inputs. Therefore, this enhancement of neural representations induced by audiovisual inputs was selective, which reflected the roles of selective attention.

Limitations and Future Study

Our experimental paradigm simulated an audiovisual cocktail party environment. However, we did not add auditory noises, including reverberation from a cocktail party environment with much more than 2 speakers, into our experimental stimuli. This was mainly due to the high fMRI scanner noise always existing in our experiment. Furthermore, “crying” and “laughing” voices were used as stimuli instead of natural speech stimuli, and the emotion categories of the crying and laughing stimuli other than the speech contents were decoded in this study. In the future, fMRI experiments based on natural speech stimuli and noises from a cocktail party environment should be conducted to further explore the effects of audiovisual integration on solving the cocktail problem. To achieve this objective, we will also develop new MVPA algorithms for effectively decoding the contents of speech from the fMRI data, which are collected with an experimental paradigm closer to a real cocktail party environment. Additionally, we will increase the number of subjects to enhance the experimental results.

In summary, our experimental results indicated that the neural representations of the semantic features (emotion features) of the attended objects (face-voice pairs) instead of the unattended objects were enhanced in the audiovisual cocktail party conditions compared with the visual-only and auditory-only conditions. This enhancement effect might have arisen from the enhanced functional connectivities between the informative brain areas, which were involved in the neural representations, and the heteromodal areas (pSTS/MTG), suggesting that it was associated with audiovisual integration. Furthermore, the selectivity of neural representation enhancement regarding the attended objects was due to the roles of the object-selective attention. These findings may partially explain the neural mechanism of the behavioral benefits that result from audiovisual inputs in cocktail party environments.

Supplementary Material

Supplementary data are available at Cerebral Cortex online.
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